Using This Book

This 2014-2015 Source Book provides the basic check sheets for degrees offered at Pitt-Johnstown. The majors are listed alphabetically by division. These sheets provide details about the general education and major course requirements for each major and minor offered. Information is also included on General Education requirements. The divisions of Engineering Technology, Education, and Nursing also produce their own sourcebook annually containing detailed information specific to their majors.

As a student, you can use this to prepare for your advising meeting by looking over the course requirements listed in this book, then comparing it with the course offerings for the coming semester. Make a list of questions (in advance) that you might have; for example, find out when certain required courses will be offered next, so you can plan not just your next semester, but future ones as well.

All students, full-time and part-time, are assigned an academic advisor to assist in defining a course of study that utilizes their academic goals, specific skills, and areas of interest. A student who has not decided on a field of study will work with an academic advisor at the Academic Success Center and explore options as an undeclared major. Your advisor is here to help you; make sure that your concerns are answered before you leave the meeting and head off to enroll for classes.

Remember that the Academic Success Center is available to provide assistance and to answer any questions that you might have.

Good success and good studies!
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